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Asian rhetoric has drawn much attention in American academia over
the last three decades. Still, studies of Asian rhetorical traditions were
often initiated from a ‘‘deficiency’’ model, in which the traditions were
examined against Greco–Roman rhetoric to determine whether or not
they corresponded to Western rhetorical concepts and categories (Mao
‘‘Reflective Encounters’’). Recent years saw new efforts to study these
traditions on their own terms, as represented by Michael Day, Marry
Garrett, Vernon Jensen, and Xing Lu. In their investigations, how-
ever, these scholars often focus on a certain period or rhetorical treat-
ise and as a result occasionally fall into a kind of essentialism by
regarding a rhetorical tradition as static rather than dynamic. Exam-
ining Japanese rhetoric during the Meiji (1868–1912) and Taisho
(1912–1926) periods, Massimiliano Tomasi’s book, Rhetoric in Modern
Japan, departs from previous scholarship by highlighting the histori-
cal fluidity of any rhetorical tradition.

Written largely for an audience in Japanese literary studies, this
work reconsiders the introduction of Western rhetoric into Japan
and its interactions with forces that eventually gave rise to modern
Japanese literature and culture. More specifically, Tomasi hopes to
bring to light the presence of distinctive features throughout the
development of rhetorical studies in Japan and to ‘‘give modern
Japanese rhetoric an identity of its own’’ (4). Ultimately, the author
wants to illuminate the long neglected yet crucial role played by
rhetoric in the formation of modern Japanese literature.

The book is divided into three parts: ‘‘The Tradition of Rhetoric,’’
‘‘History of Rhetoric,’’ and ‘‘Quest for a New Written Language.’’
‘‘The Tradition of Rhetoric’’ surveys both Western and Japanese rhe-
torical traditions. Chapter 1 offers a synopsis of the chief theoretical
points that have marked the historical development of rhetoric in
the West. Tomasi particularly highlights several modern rhetoricians
who had direct influence on Japanese rhetoric—Hugh Blair, George
Campbell, Thomas Sheridan, Alexander Bain, Adams S. Hill, John F.
Genung, and George P. Quackenbos.
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Chapter 2 reviews Japanese rhetorical tradition prior to the Meiji
period. Until recently, Japan has been considered by both Western
and Japanese scholars as lacking a classical rhetorical tradition, an
assumption with which Tomasi disagrees. The earliest Japanese rhe-
torical works dealt with poetic composition, including Fujiwara no
Hamanari’s Kakyo hyoshiki (772) and Kukai’s Bunkyo hifuron (819).
Japanese prose was for the first time carefully examined and classified
in Ban Kokei’s Kuni tsu fumi yoyo no ato (1777). Japan also developed
a tradition of oratory as early as the Asuka period (593–710), after
detailed Buddhist sermon techniques had been introduced through
the sutra collections from China. In the thirteenth century, a secular
school called Agui identified five steps in sermon organization some-
what similar to the Western oratory tradition—introduction, expli-
cation, metaphor, karmic tales, and conclusion.

The second part of the book, ‘‘History of Rhetoric,’’ traces the evol-
ution of rhetoric in both the Meiji and Taisho periods, after which rhe-
torical studies declined and did not revive until the late 1980s.
Chapter 3, ‘‘The Golden Age of Oratory,’’ describes the arrival of
Western rhetoric as a coherent theory of oratory soon after the Meiji
Restoration (1866–1869). Oratory was portrayed as a practical means
of exchanging information and opinions so as to spread knowledge and
enhance education among citizens. It was associated with the Freedom
and Popular Rights Movement in the late 1870s and was avidly stud-
ied by both men and women for political activism. Into the 1880s, rhe-
torical treatises published in Japan started to consider the place of
vernacular language in literary production. However, due to increas-
ing government censorship, when public speaking began to lose its
vigor and popularity in the late 1880s, so did scholarship in oratory.

As oratory declined, rhetoric was refigured as a study of writing and
literary criticism in the late 1880s and the 1890s, which is the subject
of chapter 4, ‘‘The Supremacy of the Written Medium.’’ The most
important work is Takada Sanae’s Bijigaku (1889), the first native
treatise on rhetoric in modern times. Discontented by the poor quality
of books published at that time, Takada sought to establish aesthetic
criteria for literary appreciation. Bijigaku discusses the nature of
effective and elegant literary expression, and addresses general prin-
ciples of composition using examples from classical Japanese litera-
ture. However, favoring classical rather than colloquial style for
literary production, Bijigaku and several rhetorics published in the
1890s fostered an antirhetorical sentiment in the younger generation
of writers.

The antirhetorical sentiment was eased by rhetorical scholarship at
the turn of the twentieth century, which is charted in chapter 5,
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‘‘A New Course in Rhetorical Inquiry.’’ Shimamura Hogetsu’s Shin
bijigaku (1902) is particularly notable here. The book sought ‘‘to study
the beauty in writing through rhetoric, within an aesthetic frame-
work’’ (83). Shimamura divides rhetorical phenomena into ‘‘passive’’
and ‘‘active’’ according to whether they use rhetorical devices. Further,
he suggests the possibility of creating rhetorical devices by using the
vernacular. As distinct from Shimamura, Igarashi Chikara defines
rhetoric as a corpus of practical rules that will lead to effective com-
munication and emotional appeals in Shin bunsho kowa (1909). Not-
ing a new trend in current Japanese writing that favored a plain
and direct style, he celebrates the style as being realistic in nature.
By placing rhetoric within a general theory of aesthetics or emphasiz-
ing a simplified notion of effective writing, Shimamura and Igarashi
reasserted the legitimacy of rhetoric in literary investigation.

Chapter 6, ‘‘The Taisho Years,’’ recounts the final decline of rhetori-
cal studies in Japan. Although Shimamura and Igarashi injected new
spirit into rhetorical studies, rhetoric continued to be criticized for
being concerned with the purely external aspects of literary pro-
duction such as rhetorical figures and aesthetic appeals, and was
therefore deemed irrelevant to Japanese literary modernization. A
renewed interest in public speaking occurred in the Taisho years,
particularly in elocution. However, this interest in rhetoric disap-
peared when freedom of speech was curtailed by new political develop-
ments after the Taisho years.

Part three, ‘‘Quest for a New Written Language,’’ traces debates on
the relationship between rhetoric and the evolution of a new literary
language in both the Meiji and Taisho years. Chapter 7, ‘‘Rhetoric
and the Genbun Itchi Movement,’’ focuses on those debates during
the Meiji era. Hoping to leave the past behind, younger writers sought
to develop a vernacular-based written language for expressing new
thoughts, giving rise to the genbun itchi (‘‘consolidation of speaking
and writing’’) movement in the early Meiji years. As rhetoric had tra-
ditionally dealt with classical Japanese writing, it was reduced to emo-
tion and ornamental style by the younger writers. Advocating the use
of simple and clear language to capture reality truthfully, these wri-
ters opposed rhetoric. At the end of the Meiji period, as more and more
literary works were written in the vernacular, this reductive, negative
view of rhetoric gave way to a more positive view of rhetoric’s role in
developing modern literary expression.

Discussions of literary artistry in the early twentieth century, as
charted in chapter 8, ‘‘From Old to New Artistry,’’ further strength-
ened rhetorical studies in Japan. Closely following Western literary
models, such as European naturalism, Japanese literary works were
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judged on whether they displayed Japanese character and originality.
As the discussion on how to cultivate real artistry unfolded, a new
understanding of rhetoric emerged. No longer restricted to tropes
and figures, rhetoric was considered applicable to the entire process
of creating a literary text.

Chapter 9, ‘‘The Revival of Oratory in Late Meiji Japan,’’ focuses on
the connection between oratory and the new written language. In the
early twentieth century, oratory journals such as Yuben often pub-
lished transcriptions of speeches, which clearly demonstrated the
strong connection between the spoken and the written. Tomasi con-
cludes the book by suggesting that the genbun itchi movement facili-
tated the formation of a new cultural identity and the creation of
the nation-state. Thanks to the movement, rhetoric became a crucial
interlocutor in the debate over the creation of a modern literary lan-
guage, thus contributing to the recreation of ‘‘an apparatus of meaning
within a modern context’’ (169).

Besides illustrating the fluidity of Japanese rhetorical tradition,
Rhetoric in Modern Japan is also significant in recovering a modern
rhetorical history shared by other East Asian countries. For example,
China had its own rhetorical tradition for two thousand years. After
the Opium Wars (1840–1860), Western rhetoric was introduced into
the country as part of Western learning. The encounter with Western
rhetoric aroused the Chinese’s interest in seeking a vernacular-based
language to express new thoughts and individual feelings, which cul-
minated in the New Cultural Movement (1915–1923). Several rheto-
rics were written in the 1920s and the 1930s to describe and analyze
rhetorical phenomena arising from modern Chinese writing. At the
same time, Western scientific rhetoric also revitalized narrative and
descriptive types of writing in Chinese composition instruction (You
‘‘Conflation’’). Similar to Japan, then, rhetoric served as an arbiter
on effective written communication in modern China.

As a landmark in Japanese rhetorical studies, however, the book
lacks in-depth exploration on how Japanese rhetoric evolved from its
native tradition to the modern configuration. Tomasi claims that ‘‘for
whatever reasons, rhetoricians during the Meiji period downplayed
the existence of such a [native] tradition, and so it is valid to consider
the arrival of Western rhetoric as an appropriate starting point for the
study of rhetorical inquiry in Japan’’ (42). However, this claim should
not imply that there was little connection between rhetorical practices
prior to Meiji Restoration and the formation of modern Japanese rhet-
oric. Intercultural rhetorical studies by Xiaosui Xiao (‘‘China Encoun-
ters Darwinism,’’ ‘‘The 1923’’) illustrate that when Western thoughts
are introduced into a non-Western context, oftentimes assumptions
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and strategies in the native rhetorical tradition will be evoked to
repackage foreign concepts so as to make them meaningful. Although
the Japanese downplayed their rhetorical tradition in the Meiji period,
it is hard to believe that they had completely forsaken their rhetorical
past while wholeheartedly welcoming Western rhetoric. Future stu-
dies of non-Western rhetorics, if their purpose is to examine these tra-
ditions on their own terms, should steer clear of imposing Western
rhetorical frames on native discourse traditions.

Xiaoye You
Pennsylvania State University
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